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Tracers are an excellent way to measure processes 
and practices and to evaluate hospital compliance 
to standards, guidelines and protocols. The 
method provides valuable feedback, when 
executed in an adequate, collaborative way, to 
pursue continuous improvement in patient safety 
and quality of care. 

Read how our customers enable themselves to 
optimize patient safety and quality of care through 
standards and accreditation by establishing a  
process for transforming tracers to continuous 
improvement using a tablet based technology 
solution and benefit from this cost-effective way 
of working.
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We all need people who 
will give us feedback. 

That’s how we improve.
                Bill Gates
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In our solution compliance is encouraged trough a 
technology-based internal audit and feedback system 

(“tracer system”) based on the tracing approach of 
world-class accreditation bodies like 
Joint Commission International (JCI) 

and Accreditation Canada.
 

Whereas the main focus of the accreditation bodies 
is on controlling and judging, 

the tracer system is focused on supporting 
the wards and their professionals in their improvement.

       The Mission 
Challenge

Assuring quality and safety of care 
is a growing concern in healthcare. 
Healthcare accreditat ion agencies 
have developed standards that 
focus on patient safety. To achieve 
and maintain accreditat ion, hospitals 
need to be at a constant state of 
readiness, which is driving the need 
for ongoing internal audit ing to 
reduce the r isk of non-compliance 
and pursuing continuous 
improvement. 

The last decade more and more 
accredit ing bodies recommend the 
use of tracers as an instrument for 
demonstrating compliance and 
gaining meaningful insights in 
improvement oppor tunit ies, rather 
than former audit methods and 
retrospective reviews, to bridge the 
gap between standards (and also 
guidel ines and protocols) and 
practice.

The tracer is designed to trace 
(evaluate) the care of patients 
throughout their hospital ization and 
the environment of care and its 
per formed in real l i fe practice 
through observation and verbal 
interactions with col leagues outside 

of their immediate team. Gathering 
the data in this way means promoting 
col lective engagement and an 
creating atmosphere of open 
knowledge sharing and specif ic 
feedback provision; al l essential 
elements for a sustainable 
improvement strategy.

When adequately per formed, to get 
the most out of your effor t, tracers 
can be quite complex and labor 
intensive. Recently, the Institute for 
Healthcare Improvement has stated 
that hospital organizations today 
have l i t t le capacity to analyse, 
monitor, or learn from safety and 
quality information. 

Another related chal lenge on top of 
it is the often-underestimated value 
of tracers amongst healthcare 
executives, making it more diff icult 
for organizations to justi fy investing 
in new innovations to suppor t the 
implementation. Common cause is 
ignorance about the convenience 
provided by technology-driven 
innovation and the cost savings it 
can generate.



Creating a 
Safer Patient Journey 

through Innovation

Our commitment to develop innovative 
solutions for transforming tracers - 
to empower the frontline for 

creating a safer patient journey 
- is continuously evolving the way 

healthcare providers execute tracing 
services.

The QTracer Team

According to experts a culture 
of continuous improvement is based on 
a three-tiered approach of 
engaged leadership, simple methods, 
and enabling technology. With this and 
the mission challenges in mind, the 
design was sought in an application on 
mobile technology that facilitates the 
process of performing constant tracers 
and feedback. The software interfaces 
should be attractive and easy-to-use to 
motivate collaborative working and to 
address the administrative burden of 
scoring and reporting. 

 The developing started with an empirical 
study in the University Medical Center 
Utrecht showing that a specifically 
designed tablet-based application could 
support the process of collecting and 
sharing tracer data in an easy and user-
friendly manner. 
A complete platform was built for 
managing standard collections and 
sharing findings trough a dashboard. 
The dashboard provides an at-a-glance 
view of the accreditation progress and 
the organization’s compliance status.
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Cost-Effective 
Evaluation of 
Compliance

“By automating our tracer process, 
we can now quickly and easily transfer data and 

no longer waist time in processing scores, 
checking information and generating reports.

Our hospital achieved within two years at one time 
the JCI accreditation with the new 

academic accreditation standards, 
where only 5% of all hospitals succeed in the world.” 

In the run-up to an international 
qual ity accreditat ion, University 
Medical Center Utrecht became 
acquainted with tracers for the f irst 
t ime. They see it as an interactive 
form of internal audit ing that takes 
place in the middle of practice and 
directly connects with the guidel ines, 
protocols and standards. During 
implementation they quickly real ized 
that the processing of tracer data 
was  requir ing a lot of employee’s 
t ime and putt ing staff under pressure 
to repor t accurately and t imely. Time 
they would rather invest in 
communication and pursuing 
improvement than in administrat ion. 

So the decision to simplify their 
tracer data processing through 
automation was quickly made. The 
system provides immediate feedback 
of results to the relevant depar tment 
that is visited and shows the 
progress and compliance in a central 
dashboard in real-t ime. Since we 
use QTracer we save around 50% of 
our t ime on repor t ing” says Rober t 
van Barneveld, Manager Care and 
Patient Safety Ambassador. The 
hospital achieved within two years 
at one t ime the JCI accreditat ion 
with the new academic accreditat ion 
standards, where only 5% of al l 
hospitals succeed in the world. 
“Thanks to our app and dashboard 
with continuous quality 
measurements” says Rober t.
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Since we use QTracer we 
save around 50% 

of our time on reporting.
Robert van Barneveld, Manager Care and Patient Safety Ambassador 

University Medical Center Utrecht, Netherlands



           Always in 
a Constant State 

of Readiness

The Antwerp University Hospital is 
one of the f irst users of QTracer. 
From the star t of the JCI accreditat ion 
journey a strong focus was set on 
tracers to raise awareness among 
employees but also to test the policy 
hospital wide for feasibi l i ty and 
consistency. 

“ It is a power ful tool to show 
managers and executives at a 
glance the extent to which the 
organization is ready for the JCI 
survey and to expose points of 
attention and priorit ies. The 
“tracer tool” did not only help us 
achieve the accreditat ion within two 
years but it is an excellent way to 
keep a f inger on the pulse and to 

prevent relapse” says Ingrid Roosen, 
Coordinator qual ity & Lean. 

The hospital appreciates the 
f lexibi l i ty with which the QTracer 
system can be used: easy to use 
and easy to explain. There is a 
continuous f low of information from 
tracers to the frontl ine people, the 
board of directors and the quality 
depar tment. The strong visual 
feedback with the repor t ing 
dashboard and hel icopter view on 
the progress is of great value to the 
whole organization. Nowadays, al l 
depar tments in the hospital are 
being subjected to a tracer at least 
twice a year. 
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An excellent way to 
keep a finger on the pulse 

and to prevent relapse.
Ingrid Roosen, Coordinator Quality & Lean

Antwerp University Hospital, Belgium



      Energy to Work on 
Quality Improvement

The University Medical Center 
Groningen wants to del iver good, 
safe and patient-fr iendly care of 
exemplary qual ity. Looking crit ical ly 
at their professional actions is an 
essential par t of del ivering their 
mission. Quality rounds by the 
employees on the work f loor prove 
to be a good instrument. “A qual ity 
round is a shor t, relat ively “ l ight” 
inspection by people on the work 
f loor. Two colleagues look around 
the depar tment and work out a 
checkl ist” explains Emmy 
Hoevelaken, Staff Member Internal 
Audit. 

The QTracer solution has been 
tested for the usabil i ty in several 
depar tments to carry out these 
quality rounds. The quality managers 
involved in the implementation soon 
responded enthusiastical ly to this 
way of working. Emmy Hoevelaken 
was satisf ied with the achieved 
result. “The working process in the 
pi lot f i ts well into the vision of our 
organization to use quality rounds 

accurately and eff iciently as a means 
for continuous and measurable 
improvement of qual ity and safety of 
care. It helps our healthcare 
professionals to stay sharp on safety 
and quality” she says.

Since the adoption of QTracer their 
qual ity rounds become more and 
more appreciative and inspir ing, 
giving employees new energy to 
work on quality improvement. They 
focus strongly on what is going well 
and has already been achieved and 
where there are oppor tunit ies for 
improvement. This new way of 
working requires the employees to 
be thoughtful in the execution and 
repor t ing of f indings. Because the 
results are shared in real-t ime 
frontl ine staff can proactively 
improve quality. 

Emmy says “Nowadays our central 
qual ity depar tment receives ongoing 
requests from the depar tments to 
prepare tracers for doing their own 
measurements on the iPads”.
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Our quality rounds with QTracer 
help our professionals to stay 

sharp on safety and quality.
Emmy Hoevelaken, Staff Member Internal Audit 

University Medical Center Groningen, Netherlands



“In the execution of a tracer, both good practices in 
implementation and points of attention are sought.”

Bas de Vries, Sr Policy Off icer, 
explains about their organizations 
vision on QTracer suppor ted 
col laborative learning. Our interviews 
are conducted in an interactive 
questioning and learning  manner 
about actions that may or may not 
be carr ied out in accordance with 
exist ing standards, guidel ines and 
protocols. The executor of the tracer 
also get inspired and learns in a 
different way. Meanwhile, we have a 
tracer pool of 45 enthusiastic 
professionals who carry out these 
explorations across the boundaries 
of their own special ism.” The 
interviews with Bas about his vision 
on implementing tracers provided 
some interesting points to promote 
a learning culture that he would 
greatly share with you: 

•	 See questions and observations 
as a star t ing point for dialogue 
and gaining deeper insights and 
make sure employees can focus 
on the dialogue rather than 
administrat ion to ensure the 

accuracy of the obtained 
information.

•	 Strive to achieve engaging and 
effective col laboration between 
employees by faci l i tat ing them 
with appealing tools they love 
using.

•	 Communicate t imely feedback of 
your actionable f indings to the 
frontl ine workers in an open and 
transparent way. Providing an 
open access dashboard to 
visual ize data col lected with 
tracers in a useful and informative 
way wil l  help.

Fur thermore, Bas explains that they 
are continual ly f inding new ways in 
which QTracer can suppor t them in 
gaining new insights into the safety 
of care at their faci l i ty. For example, 
they are currently appointing 
stakeholders, including patients, to 
run tracers after they have received 
training. The ease of use of the 
software gives them confidence to 
per form these tracers independently.
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Facilitating open dialogue with QTracer 
encourages a learning culture.

Bas de Vries, Sr. Policy Officer 
University Medical Center Utrecht, Netherlands

      Facilitate 
Collaborative 

Learning



QTracer is a technology-driven solution 
for evaluating quality and patient 
safety performance and guiding 

continuous improvement.

If you need more information 
about our customer stories, 

or wish to evaluate this technology 
based way of team working, please 

contact: 

i n f o @ q t r a c e r . c o m

Delivering safe patient care 
is a priority goal for healthcare providers.

We feel privileged to be 
part of their mission.
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